The set is a fibre of the object (1), whereas F is a transformation formula (or transformation law) of this object.
It can be shown (see [1] ), that the mapping Note that if T is a constant function, i.e. T(g) = 9 for all geG, then (3.4) is a linear object. Therefore, quasilinear object is a generalization of a linear one.
We shall now discuss some relations between elementary Klein spaces over K and effective quasilinear objects over the same field. we have
Thus, in view of (1.7), for each veV and geG we have
and, therefore n-dimensional canonical vector Klein space over K (see [2] , p.14) and n-dimensional canonical affine Klein space over K (see [2] , p.14 or [6], example 1.2.3).
